
Flylow gear Saves Thousands Managing 
Components with Backbone

Sustainable Skiing

According to Chris Blum, Senior Director of Product at Flylow Gear, 
“Sustainability is all about ingenuity and measurability. You can collect 
data in Backbone and have the means to measure that data, so it’s helping 
us define our process and become more sustainable.” 

“We’ve been able to work toward ROI sustainability standards and goals, 
and as we do more storing and measuring of this data, it will continue to be 
a helpful experience,'' Blum continued.

Backbone PLM helps Flylow Gear manage components, simplify development 
workflows, and measure sustainability standards.

Sustainability plays a vital role in preserving the mountainous ski regions across the 

globe, which is why Flylow Gear actively sets out to protect the environment and 

design clothes that won't deteriorate each season. 

Designers and developers create new products from the ground up, working with 

textile mills to source organic fabrics in addition to reusing boxes, limiting plastic 

packaging, repurposing scrap fabric to make tote bags, and using consumer-recycled 

materials for insulation.

For Flylow Gear, safeguarding the mountains and supporting independent retailers is 

an integral part of its brand identity, and creating thoughtfully-made products 

contributes to a healthier future for skiers. 

Flylow Gear is a sustainable outdoor sportswear brand started by a couple of Colorado 

natives and lifelong skiers who imagined better gear for the mountains. Flylow’s humble 

beginnings began with a passion for skiing and a desire to find a pair of pants that held up 

in the backcountry. The mission was to create a ski pant design that was lightweight, 

breathable, fashionable, and made to last. 

After its debut in 2005, a core following of skiers immediately adopted and evangelized the 

brand for its sensible, no-nonsense approach to quality, reliable gear. Flylow Gear takes an 

esoteric approach and doesn’t make any products without function or purpose. With this 

design philosophy and subsequent growth over the years, Flylow knew it needed a lift 

organizing its data, and ended up saving thousands of dollars per season with Backbone.

To remain efficient and scale the business with a broadening product catalog, the team of 

outdoor enthusiasts at Flylow Gear tapped into Backbone PLM to track and manage 

components, simplify development workflows, and measure sustainability standards. 

case study



Defining, Managing, and Tracking Components

Blum went on to explain the growing need to maintain organization and 

achieve greater visibility into component data. Flylow had previously stored 

all component information in Excel sheets, and after inputting these records 

into Backbone, “It’s become a great jumping-off point to analyze how 
components are being used and understand the cost involved,” he said. 
“Managing the process when buying materials became far too cumbersome 
with Ewith Excel sheets.”

Components are a necessary aspect of any product development cycle, and as Blum 

explained, “Components are what build our products — at the end of the day, 
we want to sell our best products.”

Flylow Gear houses a large number of products with over 80 styles across both 

genders in any given season. This signifies a lot of unique data for the organization to 

manage and keep top-of-mind. Some products share materials, and others have their 

own, meaning, “Every component is used to build a product, and when we 
store production costs, lead times, and sourcing information in Backbone, 
it becomes accessible at the click of a button,” Blum said.

Essentially, components are the raw materials or the building blocks that stack up to 

create a finished product. It’s important to have clear communication and 

documentation of what components your brand plans to share with vendors, as 

material lists can be placed into many different product categories.

Building a component should be a simple process that any team can do quickly. 

Working with duct tape solutions can make uploading components much more tedious, 

but with Backbone, designers and developers can add materials, obtain necessary 

cost information, make changes, and extract information from the Bill of Materials 

(BOM) effectively. 



Flylow Limits Spending and Makes Smarter 
Decisions

Connecting Dynamic Data with Backbone

Brands that aren’t working in a PLM system like Backbone might struggle to 

consolidate information from Google docs, servers, swatch card binders, and so on. 

If your brand copies and pastes product specs one at a time, this increases the chance 

of missing information or duplicating products, leading to costly errors or delays. 
“We were using Excel to fill out rows and columns so our data would match,” 
Blum said. “It required a lot of view lookups and pasting information to get 
it right —  it was a painful pit right —  it was a painful process that would take days depending on the 
season and the type of report we were building.”

Blum went on to elaborate, saying, “I’m anticipating $6,000 to $10,000 savings 
per year just from ordering the right materials. We're only six months in, but 
with all the correct information right at my fingertips, it [Backbone] has been 
a very useful tool.”

“I expect even better results at the end of the year and hope to report 
something even more substantial,” Blum said. “Backbone has been great, 
and it’s helping us make smarter decisions.”

In Backbone, brands benefit from dynamic data that is easily transmittable. 

Established material lists from the component level will automatically link to any BOMs 

that reference that component. Edits translate anywhere you need them to go, and 

updates can be viewed by team members in real-time. Built-in repositories connected 

to dynamic data allow brands to create components and utilize custom fields in a 

myriad of ways. Choose to filter by the supplier name or add variants like color, season, 

or MOQ, and drill down or MOQ, and drill down to specific attributes of each component. 
Using a legacy PLM system proved to be overly time-consuming for Flylow 
Gear. It wasn’t until the adoption of Backbone that teams could closely 
understand where fabric costs were being spent and process orders more 
efficiently.

For example, Backbone’s dynamic reporting tools provide the benefit of rolling out 

component-level information into the Item View to quickly scan attributes in an 

easy-to-read Excel-type format that requires no copying or pasting. This feature proved 

to be a useful method for Flylow Gear to keep track of lead times, approvals, supplier 

reference numbers, and understand what these figures mean. 
During the Fall 2021 season, Flylow created a new method of ordering fabrics with 

information pulled from Backbone to help consolidate materials usage. After making 

this change, a few of Flylow’s factories reported a savings of $1,000 to $2,000 from 

one purchase order to the next.



The Magic of the Item Views Component Utilization Reports Improve Efficiency 
and Save Time
To cut down on lead times, Flylow Gear has different factory partners using the same 

fabric. They will place a greige order with the fabric mill and use the Component 

Utilization Report to figure out usages to be shared across each factory before placing 

orders with those mills. 

This functionality showed developers that they could substitute fabrics or lab-dip 

fewer colors to make smarter, more intentional purchases. “The ability to forecast 
orders and consolidate information is such an awesome tool! The backend 
reporting tools allow us to make confident decisions,” Blum said. “I couldn't 
be more grateful to Backbone for providing this feature because it’s 
something we so badly needed, and I’m really happy about it.” 

The Flylow Gear team is currently using the Item View report to upload custom fields 

and identify specific materials for a consumer-facing fabric glossary. Blum explained, 
“In the past, we didn't have time to completely flush out components, but 
since you can input so many custom fields, it helps our marketing partners 
downstream and improves functionality. I make a lot of updates to 
products and components using the Item View because it’s such an easy 
wway to view the data and make edits if you need to.” 

The Item View is a flexible tool that can be utilized for marketing, sales, and even 

third-party systems. Each unique field supports many initiatives within Flylow Gear, 

including sustainable design, allowing their team to manage variable subsets of 

BOM-level data and see how components are used on each product. Understanding 

where products stand in the ordering process helps forecast costs and save money 

throughout the development lifecycle. 



Ready to see 
what Backbone can do for your brand?

Schedule a customized demo today at 

backboneplm.com/demo.

Flylow Continues to Soar

Flylow Gear co-founders Greg Steen and Dan Abrams continue to refine 
products around the sport they love. What started as a specialized ski brand 
evolved into an outdoor lifestyle brand with products covering après skiing, 
mountain biking, wakesurfing, camping, backyard barbecuing, and more.

Flylow continues to donate gear for non-profits, volunteer on traiI-building days, donate 

to wildland preservation, and encourage the sport of skiing. “You don’t ski fast — you 

fly low,” set the foundation for this company, and Flylow’s consistent growth enabled it 

to build on that foundation and establish the future of the brand with education, 

purposeful design, and sustainable mountain pursuits.  

Beyond making award-winning outerwear, clothing, and accessories, Flylow Gear gives 

back to a program called The Good Lab. Team members work directly with non-profit 

and community organizations to help them design, manufacture, sell, and ship 

high-quality, customized products. Sales and donations are funneled directly to each 

cause, leaving these foundations to focus on helping others and changing the world for 

the better. 

Backbone supported Flylow’s scalability through data and conversions, 
which allowed the brand to expand its product catalog and design more 
efficiently, all while increasing speed to market and driving revenue for 
business needs and charitable endeavors like The Good Lab.

https://backboneplm.com/demo



